
STAGE 6Unit focus: Light
Text focus: Narrative

We all saw the light this morning. It was hard not to, the way it shone down from the towering 

metal edifi ce that stood guard over our small village in the mountains. It had appeared overnight, 

silently, as though it had ridden in on the back of a velvet snowfl ake. Grandma Pap didn’t like the 

look of it, but then she didn’t like the look of anything much nowadays. I was thrilled. I’d lived in 

the village for years and nothing exciti ng had ever happened, and now here we had some form of 

robot, probably from the far reaches of the galaxy. The only problem is the light. It shines down 

brighter than the sun and fl oods our homes with endless white illuminati on. There is no escaping 

it. When I stand and let it bathe me, it feels strangely invasive, as though it is seeping into my pores 

and shining a light on my soul. 

They do scurry, these humans. Wherever I land, they sprint around at crossed-purposes like ants 

in an overturned nest. I suppose it’s amusing to see, if a litt le ti resome. One day, I will learn their 

language so that I can communicate with them: I mean them no harm aft er all. For years, scienti sts 

on my home star have been charti ng life in the universe. It is our aim to record and list every living 

thing, even if they are very basic creatures such as humans. 

It sti ll amazes me that none of the people in my village have le�  Earth for the Galacti c Refuge 

Stati on yet. I’ve heard that people around the world have been fl ocking to board the shutt les that 

will allow them to leave their home planet forever. Perhaps this light is here to help us? Maybe it is 

a shutt le, sent by the World Government, to take us all away? Oh, how I yearn to travel into space. 

I’ve o� en stood on top of the tallest mountains and reached out, to get just that litt le bit closer to 

space. I have to get on board the ship, no matt er what. I know it will hurt Grandma Pap if I leave, 

but since mother and father died, she has been dri� ing farther and farther away from me. She 

barely knows who I am most of the ti me. I have to get on to the ship.

It is oft en a topic of conversati on back home: what to do with the humans? They appear at once to 

both care about their world, but then to set about destroying it. And now that it is beyond repair, 

they have set out beyond the limits of their atmosphere to conquer new worlds. Hopefully, the 

informati on I can gather will help us to monitor their progress. They have assured me that the 
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VOCABULARY FOCUS
Which word means a “tall, imposing structure”?

Find and copy a word that tells you people are heading in great numbers to the shuttles. 

Which word in the text tells you that one of the characters desperately wants to head into space?

What does “imposing” mean?

If somebody has “assured” the alien of something, what have they done?

VIPERS QUESTIONS
E How does the author use different points of view to tell the story?

R How long will the journey back to the home star take?

S What is the purpose of the alien’s visit?

R Where are humans heading for in space?

I How do you think the alien feels about humans? How do you know?

equipment will work, this time. The beam of light can analyse and record every aspect of a person’s 

soul - from their DNA to their deepest thoughts and darkest secrets. They’ve told me that it is much 

less powerful, this time, and it shouldn’t evaporate them anymore.

Without stopping to collect my things, I run out of my house and slide and skid along the track 

down towards the metal structure. Up close it is even more imposing. Almost a perfect mirror 

of the mountains around us, it stands hundreds of feet tall and as wide as a dozen carts. There 

doesn’t appear to be a door into it, which is strange for a government vehicle. I circle the base a 

few times, but find nothing. A few feet above my head, there is a grating, sort of like an air-vent. I 

can just about wedge my feet into the cracks where the metal panels meet, and can push my way 

up. The grating comes free in my hand and I slip into the winding, steel-clad tunnel beyond. 

The data collection appears to be complete. The system seems happy with the information, but I 

guess I won’t know for sure until we make it back to base, a journey that will take at least three 

centuries. This is only a small sample, but with so many humans fleeing the planet, it is all we have 

left. It would appear that an alien species has entered my ship through one of the exhaust hatches. 

Once I ignite the engines, it will be blasted clear, but I must remember to check on it once we are 

out of orbit. For now, the bright light appears to have achieved its purpose. 



Answers:

1. Edifice

2. Flocking

3. Yearn

4. Impressive or large in appearance

5. Promised that something is correct

E: The information that is known on Earth is told by the human character, whereas the information 

that gives the alien side is told by the alien

R: At least 300 years / 3 centuries

S: To analyse and understand humans to help monitor them when they leave the planet. They also 

want to record all living things in the universe.

R: The Galactic Refuge Station.

I: The alien wants to tell humans that it means no harm, so it is likely that it likes humans. It also 

refers to them as not very advanced, and like ants.
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